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RCT SUGGESTION BOX
RCT wants to hear from you!!!
Look for our suggestion box in the lobby.
Good or bad, our members’ opinions
and ideas matter.
Recent actual comment from our box:
“Richmond Civic Theatre is my LIFE!”

December 7, 8, 14 & 15 at 7:30 pm
December 9 & 16 at 2:00 pm
The cast and crew of A Charlie Brown Christmas are hard at work
to bring this beloved holiday tradition to life on the RCT stage. The
show follows the original television special to the letter, so die-hard
fans won’t be disappointed by alterations to the story, although the
cast may not be quite as flexible as some of the cartoons. Audiences
will enjoy that wonderful familiar music composed by Vince Guaraldi
throughout, and the chance to sing along with the characters to some
classic Christmas carols at the end of the show. The evening will begin
with a medley sung by the RCT Holiday Singers to put everyone in
the right spirit. Photo ops with the characters will be offered on stage
to wrap up the experience. In addition to all this fun, there will also be
an opportunity to give back to the community. RCT has partnered with
the Salvation Army and will have a collection bucket available prior to
the show and during the photos at the end. If you don’t already have
tickets for this fun-filled holiday event, get them now at goRCT.org or
at the RCT box office.
Cast: Mike Day, Regina Branagin, Nikki Cox, Duane Coddington,
Ryan Shaw, Alisa Clapp-Itnyre, Bill Langley, Hollie Day, Shelley
Wambo, Sheri Koyles, Derek Summan
RCT Holiday Singers: Christina Allen, Michelle Avery, Aly Boyd,
Tammy Cornell, Arielle Detton, Charity Hawkins, Chastity Hinshaw,
Annetta Itnyre, Alison Moore, Barb Parrott, Elizabeth Stracener
Directors: Kim Dearing, Becky Jewison, Trudi Weyermann
Crew: Hollie Caskey, Pam Fraizer, Aaron Clarke, Olivia Wambo,
Rachel Phenis, Skylar Miller, Julie Jeffers, Alyssa Mervin, Tina
Conti, Doug Wambo, Timothy Emery
The cast of A Charlie Brown Christmas rehearses their onstage ice skating.

Stage One
presents

Sponsored by

Have you ever wanted to have breakfast with your favorite fairy tale
character? Or maybe you would like to have breakfast with your
favorite character from Star Wars? Well, on January 26th you can do
exactly that. It’s Stage One’s annual fundraiser, Storybook Café, where
many of your favorite storybook characters will come to life - characters
such as Belle played by Arielle Denton, Snow White played by Ella
Jaynes, Sleeping Beauty played by Mary Alice Zaleski, Cinderella
played by Mallory Bolser, and Princess Tiana played by Lydia Perkins.
Don’t worry Star Wars fans! Your favorite heroes will be there as well.
You can see Han Solo played by Jackson Thompson and Obi-Wan
Kenobi played by Dylan Dalbey. Superman will even be there played
by Cory Davis, and Thor will be there played by Joseph Lahman. The
event will be on Saturday, January 26, 2019, and it runs from 9:30 am
to 11:00 am. It will be at the First English Lutheran Church at 2727
East Main Street. Tickets are $20 and go on sale Monday, December
10th. So go see your favorite heroes and fairy tale characters in action
and even eat pancakes with them!
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Maintaining a happy and healthy family takes a lot of work. Sometimes when one member of the family
has an off-day, it can affect the whole household. The drama Falling tackles the tricky task of what
happens when one family member’s affliction causes an ever-changing effect on the rest of the family.
Visionary Productions’ Falling by Deanna Jent peeks into the lives of a family with a son suffering from
extreme autism. Family dynamics are strained when Grammy comes for a visit. “The whole show is
played in a gray area. No character is right or wrong for the entirety of the show, and I think that the
audience can easily see themselves somewhere in every character,” Falling director, Emma Socey, said.
Falling will only run one weekend - just two performances, January 18-19 at 7:30 pm.
Tickets are available at the RCT box office or online at goRCT.org.

Falling is 17 year-old Emma’s directorial debut. A junior at Richmond
High School, she is no stranger to the RCT stage appearing in several stage
productions - most recently as Molly in Peter and the Starcatcher. And while
she has had assistant directing experience, director is a new experience. “It’s
been a bit of a challenge, because directing at RCT really means producing. I
hadn’t thought about how much I needed to do besides casting and working
with my actors,” Emma said. Emma’s father, Matthew, an RCT and Richmond
RadioWorks veteran as actor and director, is cast in the play as Bill the father.
Her mother, Lynne, is a theatre instructor at Earlham. But neither parent is
supervising Emma’s direction - she points out that previous RCT directors
are on hand to guide and nurture her as RCT’s newest director.
Falling Cast: Alisha Lilley, Corey Davis, Matthew Socey, Alaina Harris, Paula Werle
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Happy Holidays from RCT President, Jason Blunk
In this season of giving, I want to take a moment and say thank you for all of the ways you, our volunteers
and members, give to RCT. This may be on the stage, behind the stage, on a committee, and/or in the
many other roles around the theatre. RCT relies on each one of our volunteers to be successful.
As we prepare for 2019, the RCT Board is making some updates to our structure. Our goal is that this
will best position us to continue to support the organization. We also are creating additional volunteer
leadership roles that serve outside the board. In my note in the Charlie Brown Christmas program,
I’ll explain some of the committees looking for new members. If you’re interested in serving on a
committee or another volunteer role, please let me know.

Merry Christmas!
Faces of RCT
Jan and Paul Jordan
Paul found himself on the RCT stage when friend and then director, Kathy Clopper, told
him to “come out and get your feet wet” in 1987. That first experience onstage turned
into involvement in a lot of shows. Jan and Paul were married in 1997, and Jan knew,
“If I wanted to see Paul, I better get involved.” She started out helping in costuming and
then David Cobine asked her to costume The Crucible - she became a costumer. Paul
joined her for The Diary of Anne Frank in 2005. A moment onstage in that show froze
in Jan’s mind. It was her “Aha!” moment when she saw clearly how much the costumes
truly make the character. Jan and Paul have been costuming together ever since - over
40 shows and more to come. Their biggest feat was to create 81 costumes in 21 days for
Shrek the Musical - recruiting lots of helpers to finish in time. Paul says, “The thrill is
to see actors find a fantastic character by putting on the costumes we create for them.”

Have you ever wanted to volunteer to costume an RCT show?
There is something magical that happens when actors put on their costumes.
They are transported to another place and time. It’s a real joy to experience
characters coming to life. You give them the tools to become other people. That
is the power of a costume. It’s so important. It’s the director’s vision you need
to accomplish and seeing it come together is an unbelievable experience. Each
costumer is unique and gets to put their own mark on a show. The best way to
get involved in costuming is to volunteer as a costumer’s helper and begin to
learn the ropes of picking costumes from the costume shop, designing costumes,
and creating them. It takes teamwork with the team you choose and working
with directors and actors to make the show and each character look great!
Ask in the RCT office for opportunities to get involved!
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in collaboration with Earlham College presents:

The WECI 91.5FM radio broadcast of

Yes, Virginia,
There Is a Santa Claus
Directed by Jamie Stephen & Jack Roegner

December 9, 16 & 23 at 5 p.m.
More broadcast information at www.goRCT.org/RadioWorks

So, You’re Thinking
About Auditioning
Well, you’re in luck! You can audition for stage shows at
RCT as well as radio shows. The following two articles
tell you something about what to expect at both kinds of
auditions. The first one is written by a directing veteran,
David Cobine. The second article is by Rachel Phenis,
chair of the Richmond RadioWorks committee.
INTRO TO RCT STAGE AUDITIONS
First thing to remember: The RCT directors are pulling for you! So are the other actors who are there to audition too;
RCT volunteers generally have a strong spirit of cheering each other on. So, don’t stress out by casting the directors as
your judge & jury, or the other actors as your cut-throat competitors. We are glad you have shown up for the auditions,
we’re proud of your efforts as you try out, and we really want to get you into our show! At an RCT audition, you usually
do NOT need to have lines memorized or the role mastered. (That’s what the future rehearsals are for!)
Here’s what you DO want to show the directors at the audition:
• Speak lines clearly, with clear enunciation and volume. It’s a definite bonus if your reading is expressive and
interesting, conveying a sense of the character and situation.
• If the show is a musical, of course, you also will demonstrate your ability, projection, and range as a singer. It’s good
to be prepared; then confidently deliver your song!
• Be sure your schedule is open for attending evening rehearsals, from now until performance dates!
At the beginning of the audition, directors should explain how the process will work. It will definitely include one or
more chances for you to perform lines. You’ll definitely get the chance to read/sing for the role you’re most interested
in. (You might also be asked to read other characters, and that’s okay! The director either needed you as a reading
partner for another actor; or the director wants to see if you might be a good fit for other roles.) In casting a play,
directors are trying to match up actors with roles, based on a combination of: speaking/singing voice; acting ability
& experience; physical features. (Some of these you control, others you don’t!) Even though you might come into
auditions yearning for a certain role, it is really great if you are willing to participate in the show in any way possible!
Directors love to see that attitude in a potential cast member. And, maybe after initial disappointment, you will soon
be happy that you accepted a chance to be part of the “team” for another great RCT production!
RICHMOND RADIOWORKS AUDITIONS
If you come to auditions for any of our radio shows, you will very likely be cast in the show. Parts for Radioworks
shows are typically assigned the night of auditions with a read-through of the entire script right afterwards. After that,
there will be two nights of rehearsal during the week with a recording on the weekend. Richmond Radioworks has two
auditions left this season: the first is a two-part production of Alice in Wonderland directed by Cole Baxter and requires
a two week rehearsal commitment, and the second is The Scarlet Pimpernel directed by Rachel Phenis. Keep an eye on
the RCT and Richmond Radioworks Facebook pages and the RCT website, goRCT.org, for more information about
auditions. If you have any questions about getting involved with Radioworks, please contact Rachel Phenis.

RCT HISTORY
The Murray Theatre is Richmond’s oldest surviving theatre
built to hold stage plays, vaudeville shows, and motion
pictures. But in 1912, Mr. Murray built a little motion picture
theatre right next door spending $32,000 to accomplish it.
It opened on August 5, 1912, with a capacity of 500 and
featured only first-run movies. With a beautifully lighted
archway entrance, this “Little Murray” became known as
“The Murette.”

Upcoming Stage Auditions

Get more Info: www.goRCT.org/auditions

Main Stage

Auditions: Sun., Dec. 9, 6:30 p.m.
Mon., Dec. 10, 6:30 p.m.
Show Dates: Mar. 8-10 & 15-17, 2019
Director: David Cobine

Stage One

Auditions: Mon., Feb. 10, time tba
Tues., Feb. 11, time tba
Show Dates: Apr. 12-14, 2019
Director: Leslie Bolser

Upcoming RadioWorks Audition

Get more Info: www.goRCT.org/RadioWorks

Alice in Wonderland

Auditions: Sun., Jan. 6, 6 p.m.
Recording Dates: Jan. 12 & 20
Broadcast Dates: May 5 & 12, 2019
Director: Cole Baxter

Main Stage

Auditions: Sun., Feb. 24, 6:30 p.m.
Mon., Feb. 25, 6:30 p.m.
Show Dates: May 10-11 & 17-19, 2019
Director: Becky Jewison

Always more info at www.goRCT.org & on the RCT Facebook page
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